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Emergency spare parts kit for HMD A davits 

Davits are self-contained units        
designed for long-time operation          
in a tough and corrosive            
marine environment. Like       
any machinery, they     
have wear parts that              
need replacing from     
time to time. They are         
exposed to constant              
wind, waves and salt             
spray, and experience             
shows that they can also             
suffer from abnormally             
heavy use and sometimes      
less than perfect maintenance         
routines. Yet when a life is at stake,       
this same rescue   handling equipment               
must work flawlessly. 

In order to help davit owners ensure that their vital 
rescue handling equipment is always in top form, we 
have developed this complete kit full of spare parts and 
testing equipment for HMD A davits. Its contents are 
based on years of experience with these davits and with 
customers that push them hard.  

Filled with more than 50 parts, this “emergency box” will 
help guarantee that davit operators are not caught off 
guard with a broken or aged part that is nearing failure 
when they suddenly need to use the davit - it could save 
a life.  

Contents include wire pull-line, bearings, brake repair kit, 
adapters, seals, couplings, circlips, o-rings, filter, oil level 
indicator, bolt set, pressure gauge, caps, plugs, valves, 
an extra hand-pump, a complete accumulator test and 
fill kit, assorted fittings, hoses and more. 

The kit comes carefully packed in a clearly labelled water 
resistant and easily stackable metal box. It measures    
58 x 38 x 34 cm and weighs approximately 37 kg. Kits are 
specifically assembled for all HMD A davits listed here: 

A davit:  Emergency box part no. 

HMD A-15   11023200 

HMD A-32/34 (mk3)  11023000  

HMD A-34/36/38 (mk2) 11023201 

HMD A-45    11023202 

HMD A-50/55   11023203 

HMD A-60   11023204 

HMD A-80/82  11023205     


